chapter (on local history) to the students (of social science) yesterday/before the first midterm exam. Mixed-effects modelling was used to analyse the pattern of prosodic boundaries in these sentences, where boundaries were defined either in terms of acoustic measures (word duration and silence) or following the ToBI (Tones and Break Indices) prosodic annotation scheme. Watson and Gibson's (2004) meaning-based proposal, with the additional constraint that boundary predictions are evaluated with respect to local sentence context rather than the entire sentence, significantly outperformed the balancing alternatives.
Keywords: Prosody; Phrasing; ToBI; Intonation; Syntax; Language production.
In language production, speakers slow down, or use a filler like ''uh'' or ''um' ', when they have not fully planned what they are going to say or when they cannot access a particular word or expression (e.g., Arnold & Tanenhaus, 2010; Clark & Wasow, 1998; Fox, Tree, & Clark, 1997) . Furthermore, even when speakers have planned what they want to say, they will tend to break up long utterances into shorter segments (e.g., Ferreira, 2007; Gee & Grosjean, 1983; Watson & Gibson, 2004) . For example, consider sentence (1): (1) The professor assigned the chapter on local history to the students of social science yesterday.
Even if speakers have fully planned an utterance like (1), they will typically segment such an utterance by placing intonational boundaries between certain words and phrases. In this paper, we investigate the constraints on intonational boundary production.
Characteristic acoustic cues mark the location of intonational boundaries. Speakers typically mark boundaries with increased duration of preboundary words (Ferreira, 1993; Lehiste, Olive, & Streeter, 1976; Price, Ostendorf, Shattuck-Hufnagel, & Fong, 1991; Schafer, Speer, Warren, & White, 2000; Selkirk, 1984; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003; Wightman, Shattuck-Hufnagel, Ostendorf, & Price, 1992) and/or silence (Cooper & Paccia-Copper, 1980; Klatt, 1975; Lehiste, 1973) . In addition, speakers often raise or lower their pitch at the end of intonational phrases (Pierrehumbert, 1980; Streeter, 1978) . This paper evaluates two classes of hypotheses about how speakers prosodically segment utterances. According to one general class of proposals*meaning-based proposals*the acoustic properties of the linguistic signal (in this case, prosodic grouping) reflect the syntactic and semantic interpretation of an utterance (Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Ferreira, 1988; Gee & Grosjean, 1983; Watson & Gibson, 2004) . In particular, boundaries are hypothesised to reflect the grouping of words/phrases into syntactically and semantically coherent units. The empirical predictions of different proposals in this class are similar, but Watson and Gibson's (2004, henceforth W&G) proposal is conceptually the simplest. We therefore focus on W&G's proposal as a representative of the class of meaning-based proposals. Although the initial empirical evaluations presented by W&G in support of their proposal were promising, there are methodological limitations of W&G's original study that make it difficult to draw strong conclusions from that work. Therefore, the first goal of the current paper is to provide a more rigorous evaluation of W&G's proposal.
According to an alternative class of proposals for prosodic segmentation (balancing-based proposals), boundaries occur at regular intervals, resulting in prosodic units of roughly equal length (Augurzky, 2008; Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Fodor, 1998; Gee & Grosjean, 1983; Grosjean, Grosjean, & Lane, 1979) . No concrete versions of balancing-based proposals have been previously proposed or evaluated independently of meaning-based proposals. The second goal of the current paper is therefore to propose some potential balancing algorithms, and determine how much variance in boundary placement these algorithms explain, and whether they capture variance beyond W&G's meaning-based model. 1 In the following sections, we (1) describe W&G's meaning-based proposal; and (2) present three possible versions of balancing. We then proceed to evaluate the predictions of these proposals using a production experiment.
A MEANING-BASED PROPOSAL: RECOVERY AND PLANNING It has long been observed that an ambiguous sentence can be produced with different intonational segmentation corresponding to different meanings. For example, Price et al. (1991) had speakers produce ambiguous sentences like those in (2) following a disambiguating context, and showed that speakers consistently place boundaries in different places depending on the intended meaning. (2) When you learn gradually you worry more. a. When you learn gradually j you worry more. b. When you learn j gradually you worry more.
When speakers intend the meaning whereby gradually is modifying the verb learn, they tend to place a boundary after gradually, as in (2a). Alternatively, if speakers intend the meaning whereby gradually is modifying the clause you 1 Another dimension of proposals for prosodic segmentation*audience-design vs. speakerinternal constraints*is not investigated in the current study. The results are generally consistent with either kind of proposal: one where speakers segment their utterances in order to be maximally comprehensible to their listeners (Bell, 1984; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) , or one where speakers segment their utterances because of speaker-internal constraints (e.g., Ferreira, 1993 Ferreira, , 2007 Gee & Grosjean, 1983; ) .
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BREEN, WATSON, GIBSON worry more, they tend to place a boundary after learn, as in (2b). More generally, several production studies have demonstrated that speakers tend to use boundaries to signal that upcoming words do not lexically depend on the immediately preceding words (Albritton, McKoon, & Ratcliff, 1996; Kraljic & Brennan, 2005; Schafer et al., 2000; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003) . Correspondingly, several researchers have presented proposals that attempt to account for this and other kinds of meaning-based prosodic boundary effects (Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Ferreira, 1988; Gee & Grosjean, 1983; W& G, 2004) . According to meaning-based proposals, the presence of longer syntactic constituents increases the probability of an intonational boundary before and/ or after the long constituent. Gee and Grosjean's, Cooper and Paccia-Cooper's and Ferreira's proposals, although all successfully predict boundary placement in their respective data sets, are complex, requiring many steps to get from a syntactic parse to a candidate intonational phrasing. W&G proposed a simpler version of a meaning-based proposal, which included two components: recovery and planning. First, W&G observed that the size of the most recently completed constituent was a good predictor of a boundary, regardless of the constituent's hierarchical position in a syntactic tree of the sentence. The recovery component was thus defined in terms of the size of the most recently completed constituent (i.e., material to the left of the boundary), where a constituent is complete if it has no obligatory rightward dependents. W&G further observed that a boundary is more likely before the production of a longer syntactic constituent. 2 The planning component was therefore defined in terms of the size of upcoming material (i.e., material to the right of the boundary). Furthermore, W&G's model included a constraint that words and constituents that rely on one another for meaning should be produced in the same intonational phrase (cf. the sense unit condition of Selkirk, 1984) . Empirical evidence for the concurrent planning of semantically integrated material comes from Watson, Breen, and Gibson (2006) , who demonstrated that (1) arguments and their heads are more likely to occur in the same prosodic phrase than adjuncts and their heads; and (2) obligatory arguments are more likely to occur in the same prosodic phrase as their heads than nonobligatory arguments (see also Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004) . Finally, following empirical observations of Gee and Grosjean (1983) , W&G constrained boundaries so that they could not be produced within 2 W&G discuss each of these factors in terms of speaker-internal constraints (as opposed to audience-design). In particular, they discuss the recovery component of their proposal as due to a 'refractory period' in which the speaker must recover from the expenditure of resources involved in producing utterances, and they discuss the planning component as reflecting the time that is needed for planning longer upcoming constituents. But both of these components can be conceived of in terms of audience-design. W&G did not evaluate this aspect of their proposal.
phonological phrases, where a phonological phrase is defined as a head noun or verb and all the material that comes between that head and the preceding one, including function words, prenominal adjectives (e.g., green in green shirt), and preverbal adverbs (e.g., gradually in gradually learn) (Nespor & Vogel, 1986) .
W&G argued that the main advantage of their model over previous models was its relative conceptual simplicity. W&G evaluated the predictions of their recoveryÁplanning proposal against those of other meaning-based proposals in two production experiments and observed that the recoveryÁ planning model performed similarly to the others in the first experiment, and better than the others in the second. However, there were several methodological limitations in W&G's empirical evaluation of their proposal. First, recovery and planning were essentially post-hoc formulations, tested on the data they were designed to explain. W&G did test the predictions on an independent data set in Experiment 2, but only on one variant of a particular syntactic construction. Second, determining a model's efficacy using a single correlation coefficient averaged over sentences, like that reported by W&G, provides only a coarse-grained evaluation (Ferreira, 2007) . And third, W&G used relative clauses to increase constituent length in the majority of sentences in Experiment 1, as shown in (3). The recoveryÁ planning model predicts the highest probability of boundaries at locations [a] and [b] , due to the length of material preceding (for [b]) and following (for [a]) these locations. Indeed, these locations had the highest probability of boundaries in speakers' productions. However, these locations also mark the beginning and end of a relative clause. Relative clauses, when interpreted nonrestrictively, are often produced in separate intonational phrases for reasons having to do with discourse organisation, rather than factors like recovery and planning (Dehé, 2002; Selkirk, 1984) . Consistent with this idea, Experiment 3 from W&G (2004) demonstrated that, when discourse supported a nonrestrictive reading of a relative clause, speakers were significantly more likely to place boundaries after the head noun ([a] below). The current study addresses these limitations. First, the current study manipulates recovery and planning demands independently in the same set of materials to yield predictions for 40 test positions across eight experimental conditions, as presented in (4) . This study thus provides the first rigorous evaluation of W&G's proposal using a data set that was not used to formulate the model. Second, mixed-effects regression models are used in the analyses, allowing for an evaluation of the simultaneous influence of multiple factors on the variables of interest. And third, the materials in the current experiment do not use relative clauses in order to manipulate constituent length, with the consequence that boundary production is less likely to be driven by 1536 BREEN, WATSON, GIBSON discourse-level factors. In addition to addressing the weaknesses of W&G's empirical evaluation of their proposal, the design of the materials in the current experiment allows us to compare the predictions of W&G's recoveryÁ planning model against those made by three alternative, not meaning-based, proposals, as discussed below. The professor assigned the chapter on local history to the students of social science after the first midterm exam.
THRESHOLDED RECOVERYÁPLANNING
In the original formulation of W&G's recoveryÁplanning model, there is no limit on how much preceding or following sentence material can count towards the recovery and planning weights. This version of the model may not be psychologically plausible, as prior work demonstrates that the production system is incremental, such that there are limits on how much sentence material is planned prior to the initiation of speaking (Allum & Wheeldon, 2007; Brown-Schmidt & Konopka, 2008; Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Ferreira & Swets, 2002; Garrett, 1980) . To address this weakness of the recoveryÁplanning model, we propose the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model. Under this model, there is a maximum threshold on the amount of material to be considered in recovery and planning. The thresholded recoveryÁplanning model thus captures the incrementality of production, while taking into account the meaning of the sentence. We tested thresholds between one and four phonological phrases, and a threshold of INTONATIONAL PHRASING 1537 two resulted in the best fit of the current data. We therefore present the results from the version of the model with this threshold.
BALANCING-BASED PROPOSALS
According to early proposals about boundary placement, speakers split their utterances into two equal-length segments, resulting in roughly ''balanced'' phrasing (Bachenko & Fitzpatrick, 1990; Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Grosjean et al., 1979; Wang & Hirschberg, 1992) . Although these models were successful at predicting boundaries in the corpora on which they were tested, the models also included syntactic constraints on boundary placement, so it is unclear which constraints led to their success. In fact, Gee and Grosjean (1983) concluded that the balanced phrasing that they observed was a by-product of syntactic grouping and disallowing boundaries within phonological phrases. Here, we propose three different ways of formalising balancing constraints, so that they can be evaluated independently from meaning-based grouping constraints.
Fixed phrase length
According to the first balancing hypothesis we consider*the fixed phrase length hypothesis*the speaker produces prosodic phrases of a fixed length.
In order to work out the predictions of this hypothesis, we need to specify (a) a metric for measuring length; and (b) a value for the length of a prosodic phrase. Plausible candidates for measuring length include syllables, words, and phonological phrases. Results from initial analyses of the current data suggested that it is unlikely that boundary placement is based on number of syllables or number of words. In particular, in the current data set, the first noun phrase of the sentence (e.g., The professor in (4)) could range in length from two to five syllables. If an increase in the number of syllables leads to an increase in boundary probability, we would expect a correlation between the length (in syllables) of the sentence-initial noun phrase and the probability of a boundary. However, there was no increase in boundary probability as the number of syllables increased, whether boundaries were measured in terms of ToBI (Tones and Break Indices; Silverman et al., 1992) boundary labels (r0 (.015) or postword silence (r0 (.007) (see Section ''Data Coding'' below). Similarly, words are also unlikely to be the right grain of measure, as speakers rarely place a boundary within a phonological phrase in fluent utterances (Gee & Grosjean, 1983; Nespor & Vogel, 1986; W&G, 2004; Watson et al., 2006 ). In the current study, for example, speakers only placed boundaries inside phonological phrases 16 times out of a possible 3,964 instances (0.4%) across the entire data set. These findings suggest that if the language production system has a fixed phrase length, then a plausible unit of length is the phonological phrase. In order to empirically determine the optimal fixed phrase length for our data set, we tested all lengths from one to five phonological phrases with respect to people's productions of the materials described above. The fixed phrase length model which best accounted for boundary placement in our materials was one with a fixed length of two phonological phrases. Therefore, in what follows we will discuss the predictions of a two-phrase fixed phrase length hypothesis.
Note that a fixed phrase length in production will often predict boundaries to occur immediately following a verb, depending on the length of the material before the verb (e.g., it will always predict a boundary after assigned in (4)). Because previous research has demonstrated that speakers rarely place boundaries between verbs and their direct objects (Ferreira, 1991; Nespor & Vogel, 1986; W&G, 2004; Watson et al., 2006) , a fixed phrase length metric is unlikely to fit the data well. We therefore also evaluate a modified version of the fixed phrase length proposal, hybrid fixed length, which prohibits boundaries between verbal heads and their obligatory arguments (i.e., after assigned in (4)). Hybrid fixed length, like fixed phrase length, predicts the highest probability of a boundary after every two phonological phrases, unless the second phonological phrase ends on a verbal head when the verb has an obligatory argument following it (always the case in our materials), in which case the next boundary location is predicted to be at the following phonological phrase boundary.
Prior boundary
Several prior studies have hypothesised that a speaker's prior boundary placement may influence subsequent boundary placement (Sanders & Taylor, 1995; Wang & Hirschberg, 1992) , but this hypothesis has not been properly evaluated. The second balancing hypothesis that we consider, therefore, is the prior-boundary hypothesis. The prior-boundary hypothesis is like the fixed phrase length hypothesis in that the likelihood of a boundary is calculated based on the speaker having just produced an intonational boundary. But rather than there being a certainty of producing the next boundary a fixed number of phonological phrases later, the probability of a boundary under the prior-boundary hypothesis increases linearly with the number of phonological phrases from the last boundary location.
Even spacing
A third way that the language production system may have adapted in order to result in balanced output relies not only on knowing that an intonational boundary has just been produced, but also on knowing the length of the upcoming material (similar to the planning component of the recoveryÁ planning model, but not taking into consideration the syntactic/semantic properties of the material, only its length). Under this even-spacing hypothesis, the producer places boundaries at evenly spaced intervals, dividing the utterance into phrases of the same size (e.g., Grosjean et al., 1979) . This proposal differs from the fixed phrase length hypothesis when the threshold T does not divide evenly into the length of the utterance to be produced, L. In such a case, the even-spacing algorithm finds the largest factor F of L that is less than T, and produces L/F segments. When there are no factors of L less than T and greater than 1, then the even-spacing proposal reverts to using the threshold T to divide the utterance, placing ''leftover'' material at either the beginning or end of the utterance, to be discussed below.
For example, if the threshold is five units (T05), and the length of the utterance to be produced is six units (L06), the even-spacing hypothesis produces two segments of length three (F03), rather than a segment of length five followed by a segment of length one, as predicted by the fixed phrase length hypothesis with a fixed length of five. This proposal is therefore similar to the fixed phrase length hypothesis, with two important differences: (a) the speaker must have access to knowledge about the entire sentence; and (b) the absolute size of the resulting prosodic phrases can vary with the length of the sentence.
Several parameters were considered in order to cover the space of possible even-spacing algorithms. These include: (a) the size of the threshold T; (b) what to do when there is no factor of L less than T, i.e., when the utterance cannot be evenly segmented; and (c) a specification of how even spacing interacts with other known constraints on phrasing, such as boundaries not being possible between verbs and their obligatory arguments. The values that we considered for these parameters are listed in (5): (5) a. Threshold value: We tested models where the threshold T varied from 2 to 6 phonological phrases.
b. Leftover-first vs. leftover-last: We tested models where, when the length of the projected utterance L doesn't divide evenly, the leftover section is produced early (first) or later (last). For example, if T03, and L05, then leftover-first constraint leads to a production of 3, 2; whereas leftover-last leads to a production of 2, 3.
c. With/without blocking boundaries between verbs and their obligatory arguments:
We tested models in which boundaries are either allowed or disallowed between verbs and their obligatory arguments. In cases where this constraint conflicted with others, we tested an algorithm where the predicted boundary would occur at the phonological phrase boundary preceding the verb.
All possible combinations of values for these three parameters resulted in 14 possible even-spacing models. (It is only 14 possible even-spacing models and not 5*2*2020 models because many of these versions are identical to one another.) One version was clearly the best at predicting boundary location in the corpus that was generated from our experiment. This model resulted in a log likelihood of 1,262, which was much higher than the other models, which scored between 1,163 and 1,203 (see Section ''Results'' for more details regarding the interpretation of this kind of analysis). This model assumes (a) a threshold of two phonological phrases; (b) that leftover material gets produced last; and (c) that boundaries are disallowed between verbs and their obligatory arguments. In order to simplify the presentation, we will restrict the discussion of our evaluation of even-spacing algorithms to this model.
Note that the even-spacing hypothesis requires the production system to have a large amount of look-ahead. That is, in order to determine where to place intonational boundaries in order to divide an utterance evenly, the speaker needs know the approximate length of the complete utterance. As stated above, this amount of look-ahead is likely not available to the producer, so an even-spacing model of this kind may not be psychologically plausible.
PREDICTIONS
There are six proposed algorithms to be evaluated: (1) W&G's recoveryÁ planning proposal; (2) the thresholded recoveryÁplanning proposal; (3) the fixed phrase length hypothesis; (4) the hybrid fixed-length hypothesis; (5) the prior-boundary hypothesis; and (6) the even-spacing hypothesis. In order to test the recoveryÁplanning model and the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model, we simultaneously manipulated the length of material both preceding and following a possible boundary location. In this way, we could see if the presence of more material that is semantically related to a head word before or after a possible boundary location would lead to a greater probability of boundaries at that location. In order to test the predictions of the fixed phrase length, hybrid fixed-length, and even-spacing hypotheses, we included sentences of varying lengths. Finally, in order to test the prior-boundary hypothesis, we manipulated the length of three sentence constituents to increase the number of possible boundary locations.
The predictions of each of the six proposals are presented in Table 1 . For the recoveryÁplanning model, the boundary weight is the sum of a recovery weight and a planning weight. The recovery weight is the number of phonological phrases of the largest most recently completed constituent. The planning weight is the number of phonological phrases of the largest complete upcoming constituent. For the thresholded recoveryÁplanning TABLE 1 Predictions of five of the six models of boundary prediction at each phonological phrase boundary for a sample item. Predictions for the prior-boundary model cannot be presented in this format, because this model makes its predictions on a trial-by-trial basis, so that there is no meaningful average response at each location across trials. Numbers correspond to the number of phonological phrases counted by each metric; 'X' indicates that a boundary is disallowed according to the given hypothesis model, the boundary weight is again the sum of a recovery weight and a planning weight, but both of these weights are thresholded at two, resulting in a maximum total weight of four. For fixed phrase length, the boundary weight is the number of phonological phrases that intervene between a potential boundary location and the most recent predicted boundary, as long as that number is not larger than two. For hybrid fixed length, the boundary weight is the number of phonological phrases that intervene between a potential boundary location and the most recent predicted boundary, provided that (a) the current point is not between a verbal head and its obligatory argument; and (b) the weight is not larger than two. For the priorboundary hypothesis (whose predictions cannot be presented in Table 1 because the weights are computed on a trial-by-trial basis), the boundary weight is the number of phonological phrases back to the last boundary produced in the sentence. For the even-spacing hypothesis, the weight is the number of phonological phrases that intervene between a potential boundary location and the most recent predicted boundary, provided that (a) the weight is not larger than two; (b) if there is an odd number of phrases, the leftover phrase is grouped with the material after the boundary; and (c) the current point is not between a verbal head and its obligatory argument.
METHOD Participants
Forty-eight native English speakers from the MIT community participated in the study for $10.00 each. Participants were run in pairs, and each member of the pair was randomly assigned the role of speaker or listener. Data from 3 of the 24 pairs of subjects could not be used due to poor recording quality. Productions from 18 of the remaining 21 pairs were coded for intonational boundaries (using the ToBI annotation scheme) by a coder who was unaware of any theoretical predictions for the materials. Productions from all 21 successfully recorded pairs were analysed for their word durations and the duration of silence following each word.
Materials and design
Length of the direct object, length of the indirect object, and length of the modifier were manipulated in a 2)2)2 design, as shown in (4), to create 32 items. The long-direct-object and long-indirect-object conditions were created by adding a modifier phrase or nonobligatory argument phrase to the object noun phrase (e.g., the chapter on local history, the bouquet of thirty roses, the turkeys with homemade stuffing). All direct objects and indirect objects in the short conditions had three syllables, while the long 1544 BREEN, WATSON, GIBSON conditions had seven or eight syllables. The short modifiers were temporal modifiers (in 23 items) or adverbs (nine items) comprised of one or two words (two to four syllables total), but always only one phonological phrase (e.g., yesterday, last night, on Sunday). The long modifiers were always temporal modifiers containing five words, which were comprised of two or more phonological phrases. Eight experimental lists were created, following a Latin Square design, such that each participant saw only one version of each item. The order of trials in each list was randomised separately for each participant. Experimental items were randomly interspersed with 44 fillers, which were comprised of items from two other unrelated experiments, with different syntactic structures. The full set of experimental items can be found in Appendix 1.
Procedure
In order to elicit as naturalistic productions as possible, while still maintaining control over the words produced, we used a two-participant reading task. In this method, a speaker reads a sentence aloud for a listener, who must answer a comprehension question about the sentence (Hirotani, 2007; W&G, 2004; Watson et al., 2006) . The benefits of this task are as follows: (a) it allows tight control over the material produced; and (b) speakers produce more natural-sounding utterances when they know their partner must comprehend what they say. A possible drawback of this method is that a speaker's production of a read sentence may not match their spontaneous production of a similar structure. However, several studies have noted strong similarity between boundary production in read and spontaneous utterances (e.g., Breen, Dilley, Kraemer, & Gibson, 2010; Ferreira, 1991; Hirschberg, 1995) . Nevertheless, evaluating the proposals discussed here using more naturalistic productions would be a powerful extension of this work.
The experiment was conducted using Linger, a software platform for language processing experiments. 3 Two participants*a speaker and a listener*sat at computers in the same room such that neither could see the other's screen. The ''speakers'' were instructed that they would be producing sentences for their partners (the ''listeners''), and that the listeners would be required to answer a comprehension question about each sentence immediately after it was produced. Each trial began with the speaker being presented with a sentence on the computer screen to read silently until she/he understood it. The speaker then answered a multiple-choice content question about the sentence, to ensure understanding. If the speaker answered correctly, she/he proceeded to produce the sentence out loud. If the speaker answered incorrectly, she/he was given another chance to read the sentence, and to answer a different question about it. The speaker always produced the sentence after the second question whether or not she/he got the second question right.
The listener sat at another computer, and saw a blank screen while the speaker went through the procedure described above. After the speaker produced a sentence out loud for the listener, the listener would press the space bar on his/her computer. A multiple-choice question about the content of the sentence just heard would then appear. Listeners were provided feedback when they answered a question incorrectly.
Data coding
Trials where an independent coder identified a disfluency in the production were excluded from analysis, accounting for 4.6% of the data. Trials where either (a) the speaker answered both comprehension questions incorrectly, or (b) the listener answered his/her comprehension question incorrectly accounted for 3.2% of the data and were also excluded.
Each sentence was recorded digitally, and analysed using the PRAAT program (Boersma & Weenink, 2006) . We coded boundaries in two ways: (1) based on the ToBI prosodic annotation conventions (Silverman et al., 1992) ; and (2) based on acoustic measures.
Each production was coded for intonational boundaries by an expert coder using a subset of the ToBI conventions. The coder*who was not an author of the paper*was blind to the predictions of the different proposals. The coder indicated the strength of perceptual disjuncture after each word using the following standard break indices: 4*major intonational phrase boundary; 3*minor phrase boundary; 0, 1, 2*no phrase boundary. We treated all break indices of ''0,'' ''1,'' or ''2'' as nonboundaries, and all break indices of ''3'' or ''4'' as boundaries. Using these criteria, boundaries occurred at 64% of the phonological phrase boundaries. 4 Perceptual boundary identification is a difficult task, and even expert coders are not in perfect agreement about the presence of boundaries (Breen et al., 2010; Dilley, Breen, Gibson, Bolivar, & Kraemer, 2006; Pitrelli, Beckman, Hirschberg, 1994) . In contrast, acoustic measures are objective, and consequently can be semi-automatically extracted. It has been hypothesised that ToBI coders typically use the acoustic cues of preboundary word duration and postword silence in order to code boundaries (Beckman & Ayers Elam, 1997; Wightman et al., 1992) . We therefore also measured preboundary word duration and postword silence in our corpus, as follows: The data set was divided among three additional coders, who were all blind to the hypotheses. Coders observed each trial's spectrogram in PRAAT, and located word boundaries and silence using the guidelines for segment identification presented in Turk, Nakai, and Sugahara (2006) . From the word-and silence-aligned transcripts of the productions the coders extracted (a) the duration of each word that preceded a phonological phrase boundary; and (b) the duration of any silence that followed a phonological phrase boundary. The sum of these two measures determined the acoustic measure of the relative strength of a boundary. If ToBI coders indeed use preboundary word duration and postword silence to code boundaries, a strong correlation between each of these measures and boundary presence, as measured by ToBI labels should be observed. Indeed, we observed a strong correlation both between preboundary word duration and ToBI boundary presence (r0.57, N02,961, pB.001), and between postword silence and ToBI boundary presence (r0.62, N02,961, pB.001). (It is worth noting that these strong correlations were present despite the fact that each participant produced only one version of each item, suggesting that these acoustic cues are used in a similar way across participants.) These correlations support the idea that preboundary word duration and postword silence strongly contribute to a percept of a boundary. Table 2 presents the sum of the word duration and silence at each phonological phrase boundary, averaged across participants for each phonological phrase boundary. In a series of mixed-effects models (cf. Jaeger, 2008) , the weights of each of five of the six boundary prediction models in Table 1 were used to predict these duration values. In each analysis, the boundary prediction model being tested was included as a fixed effect, and subjects and items were included as random effects. The modelling results are presented in Table 3 . The best-fitting model is determined in two ways: by the size of the log-likelihoods, such that better model fit is indicated by a higher log-likelihood; and by the strength of the correlation between predicted and observed values.
RESULTS

Boundaries as acoustic measures
Comparisons of the log-likelihoods indicate that the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model provides the best fit of the six proposals being compared. In the complementary correlational analyses, it was also observed that the correlation between predicted and observed values is higher for the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model than for the fixed phrase length model (z010.9, pB.0001), the hybrid fixed-length model (z07.17, pB.0001), the even-spacing model (z08.91, pB.0001), or the recoveryÁplanning model (z04.23, pB.0001). The predicted values of the thresholded recoveryÁ planning model are plotted against the observed values in Figure 1 . Table 2 also presents the probability of a boundary, as coded in ToBI, averaged across participants for each phonological phrase boundary. The weights of each boundary prediction model in Table 1 were regressed against the presence of a boundary in a series of linear mixed-effects logit models. The probability of a boundary was predicted by each model as a fixed effect, with subjects and items as random effects. The model results are summarised in Table 4 . A comparison of the log-likelihoods indicates that the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model is the best predictor of boundary production. In the complementary correlational analyses, it was also observed that the correlation between predicted and observed values is higher for the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model than for the fixed phrase length model (z07.52, pB.0001), the hybrid fixed-length model (z06.96, pB.0001), the even-spacing model (z08.15, pB.0001), the prior-boundary model (z0 4.37, pB.0001), or the recoveryÁplanning model (z04.24, pB.0001). Figure 2 presents the relationship between the boundaries predicted by each of the models in Table 4 and the ToBI boundary labels. The x-axis of each panel represents the ToBI boundary data, in which every phonological phrase boundary was labelled with a 0 (no boundary) or 1 (boundary). The y-axes indicate the boundary prediction of each model, defined in terms of a log-odds ratio. Specifically, for a given model, for each phonological phrase boundary, we computed a predicted probability of a boundary. These probabilities were then transformed into log-odds ratios. The box-andwhisker plots represent the distribution of these ratios for phonological phrases that were labelled boundaries (1's), and those that were not (0's). The boxes represent the inter-quartile range of the distribution, while the whiskers represent the highest and lowest quartiles. Better fit of the ToBI boundary data is indicated by a larger separation between the boxes. In the sixth panel, which presents the relationship between the predictions of the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model and the ToBI labels, the Figure 1 . Scatterplot of the relationship between the predicted sum of phrase-final word duration and postword silence computed by the thresholded recovery-planning model in Table 3 , and the actual values of word duration and silence. Note that the bulk of the points fall on the line where x0y.
Boundaries as ToBI labels
TABLE 4
Summary of the fixed effects in the six mixed-effects single-factor logit models and one mixed-effects two-factor logit models, all predicting intonational boundaries (N 0 2,961 2 . Box-and-whisker plot of the predicted boundaries for each model in Table 4 against ToBI boundary labels. The dot is the mean; boxes represent the inter-quartile range; dots represent values more than 1.5 times the distance of inter-quartile range from the mean. The xaxis indicates potential boundary locations in a trial (3Á6 instances per trial) which were produced with or without a boundary, as determined by ToBI break indices. The y-axis indicates the log odds with which a given model predicts a boundary at one such potential boundary location. Better model fit is reflected by greater separation between boxes.
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inter-quartile ranges have almost no overlap, suggesting that there is a strong relationship between the predictions of the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model and the occurrence of boundaries, as coded by ToBI labels. Specifically, the phonological phrase boundaries which are assigned high log-odds of being a boundary based on the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model were identified as boundaries by the ToBI labeler on a high proportion of trials. Similarly, the phonological phrase boundaries which were assigned low log-odds of being a boundary based on the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model were much less likely to be identified as boundaries by the ToBI labeler.
Determining grain size
The analyses thus far demonstrate that the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model is the best of the six models that were considered. Within this model, the size of material that has been produced and the material to be produced is measured in terms of phonological phrases. Because phonological phrases vary in length (in general and in our materials), using words or syllables as the size metric could result in an even better fit for the thresholded recoveryÁ planning model. Consequently, we computed word/syllable weights at each phonological phrase boundary in (4) accordingly. For example, at the boundary between the chapter and to the students of social science in (4c), the left-hand weight, in phonological phrases, is one and the right-hand weight is two. The corresponding word weights are two and six, and the corresponding syllable weights are three and nine. We then used word-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning and syllablebased thresholded recoveryÁplanning models to predict boundaries as described above. The results of these models are presented in Table 5 . In modelling the acoustic data, the word-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning model performs slightly better than the phonological phrase-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning model (z02.09, pB.05); the syllable-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning model also performs slightly better (z0 2. 19, pB.05) . In modelling the ToBI data, the word-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning model outperforms the phonological phrase-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning model (z03.36, pB.0001); the syllable-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning model also outperforms the phonological phrase-based thresholded recoveryÁplanning model (z03.09, pB.0001).
Attempting to integrate meaning constraints and balancing constraints
We have so far considered meaning-based pressures and balancing pressures as separate constraints on intonational boundary production. However, these constraints may apply together, perhaps independently, to determine intonational phrasing. A model which combines the predictions of the recoveryÁplanning model with those of balancing models may therefore provide a better fit of the data. To investigate this possibility, we conducted two analyses, using both the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model (the best model overall) and the even-spacing model (the best of the balancing models) to predict boundaries. First, the weights of the thresholded recoveryÁ planning and even-spacing models were used to predict the duration of the phonological phrase-final word and the following silence in a linear mixedeffects model. Both sets of weights were included as fixed effects, with no interaction term, and subjects and items were included as random effects.
The results of this model, presented in the bottom rows of Table 3 , demonstrate that the inclusion of the even-spacing weights does not improve the model's predictive accuracy. Although the correlation between predicted and observed values of the thresholded recoveryÁplanning balancing model is marginally higher than that of the thresholded recoveryÁplanning model (z01.87, p0.06), the coefficient for the balancing component in this model is negative. The interpretation of such a model is therefore one that over-weights the thresholded recoveryÁplanning predictions, and subtracts a component corresponding to even spacing in order to predict the acoustic values. This is not the interpretation associated with the balancing hypotheses.
In a second analysis, the weights for the thresholded recoveryÁplanning and even-spacing models were regressed against ToBI boundary presence in a linear mixed-effects logit model. As in the first analysis, both sets of weights were included as fixed effects, with no interaction term, with subjects and items as random effects. The results of this model, presented in the bottom rows of Table 4 , demonstrate that the inclusion of the balancing weights does not improve the model's fit of the data over and above that of the thresholded recoveryÁplanning alone. The correlation between predicted and observed values of the thresholded recoveryÁplanning balancing model also did not differ significantly from that of the thresholded recoveryÁ planning model (zB1). In summary, we conclude that the balancing hypotheses that we evaluated here do not explain any of the prosodic segmentation effects in our data set.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
A data set consisting of sentences with three postverbal constituents of varying lengths was used to evaluate two classes of proposals for prosodic segmentation: (1) meaning-based proposals, such as Watson & Gibson's (2004) recoveryÁplanning hypothesis; and (2) balancing proposals, whereby people produce boundaries at evenly spaced intervals. The locations of intonational boundaries were predicted best by a thresholded version of the recoveryÁplanning hypothesis, which accounted for 22% of the variance in boundary placement when boundaries were defined acoustically (in terms of the duration of the phonological phrase-final word and any following silence), and 17% of the variance when boundaries were defined in terms of ToBI break indices. The fit of this model improved further when a more finegrained measure of constituent length was used*words or syllables*rather than the coarse-grained measure of phonological phrases.
The best of the balancing models accounted for at most 9% of the variance, and did not improve the fit of the recoveryÁplanning hypothesis when both sets of weights were included in a model evaluation. Thus, there does not appear to be any support for balancing models in the current data set. In the following section, we describe some ways in which the balancing algorithms failed to correctly predict speaker's boundary placement, and contrast these predictions with those of the recoveryÁplanning model.
There are two places where fixed phrase length consistently over-predicts the presence of a boundary in our corpus (see Table 1 ). First, as discussed above, it predicts a high probability of a boundary after the verb, because this location is two phonological phrases into the sentence. The results (see Table 2 ) demonstrate that boundaries are extremely rare in this location, occurring between only one and three per cent of the time (consistent with the predictions of the recoveryÁplanning hypothesis, where boundaries are disallowed between verbs and their argument). Second, when the direct object is short and the indirect object is long (as in (4c) and (4g)), fixed phrase length predicts a high probability of a boundary following the first phonological phrase of the indirect object (e.g., after The professor assigned the chapter to the students and before of social science). The results demonstrate that boundaries occurred in this location only 43% (condition c) and 38% (condition g) of the time. This result is more consistent with recoveryÁplanning, which predicts a low probability of a boundary in this location, because such a boundary would separate a head and its modifier (e.g., the students, of social science). Fixed phrase length also under-predicts boundaries in many locations. Because fixed phrase length predicts a boundary every two phonological phrases, it also predicts that boundaries should not occur after an odd number of phonological phrases. Consequently, this model predicts that a position after the fifth phonological phrase should be a poor place for a boundary. But many of these locations are locations where boundaries are likely to occur. In four conditions*(4b), (4c), (4f), and (4g)*this location separates the indirect object of the verb and a VP modifier, e.g., it separates to the students of social science and yesterday in (4c). When one of these two phrases is two or more phonological phrases in length*as in conditions (4c), (4f), and (4g)*there is a high likelihood of a boundary*.71, .70, and .87 of the time*in contrast to the prediction of the fixed phrase length proposal. Only when both the indirect object and the VP modifier are short (one phonological phrase), is there a low likelihood of a boundary in this position (.39 in condition (4b)). These data fit the predictions of the recoveryÁplanning proposal, not the fixed phrase length proposal.
The hybrid fixed-length proposal differs from fixed phrase length in that, like recoveryÁplanning, it correctly predicts that boundaries should not occur immediately following the verb in our materials. However, hybrid length over-predicts and under-predicts boundaries in much the same way that the fixed-length proposal does. Consider a position two phonological phrases following the verb. The hybrid length proposal predicts that this is never a good location for a prosodic boundary. But people do put a boundary in this location if it happens to be a constituent boundary, as predicted by the recoveryÁplanning model. For example, in conditions (4a), (4b), (4d), (4e), (4f), and (4h), this location is a constituent boundary, and there is a correspondingly high likelihood for a boundary at these locations in our data: . 59, .81, .84, .74, .78, and .81, respectively. Only when this location is not a constituent boundary*as in (4c) and (4g)*is there a much lower likelihood of a boundary*.43 and .38, respectively. This is not the pattern predicted by the hybrid fixed-length hypothesis. Similarly, consider a position three phonological phrases following the verb. The hybrid fixed-length proposal predicts that this is always a good location for a prosodic boundary. However, people only tend to put a boundary in this location when it happens to be a constituent boundary, as predicted by the recoveryÁplanning model. For example, in conditions (4d) and (4h), this location is not a constituent boundary, and there is a correspondingly low likelihood for a boundary at these locations: .45 and .41, respectively. In conditions (4b), (4c), (4f), and (4g) on the other hand, this location is a constituent boundary, and there is usually a correspondingly high likelihood for a boundary at these locations: .39, .71, .70, and .87. The only exception here is (4b), where both the constituent immediately preceding the boundary and the one immediately following are short: only one phonological phrase each. Thus the predictions of the recoveryÁplanning model are a much better fit to the data than the hybrid length proposal.
Finally, the even-spacing proposal makes incorrect predictions in similar ways that the fixed phrase length and hybrid fixed-length proposals make incorrect predictions. Like the other proposals, the details of the predictions of the even-spacing proposal depend on the parameters of that proposal. Recall that the even-spacing model that works best was one that assumes (a) a threshold of two phonological phrases; (b) that leftover material gets produced last; and (c) that boundaries are disallowed between verbs and their obligatory arguments. This proposal works best in our corpus in part because (1) it disallows boundaries between verbs and their direct objects; and (2) it generally places a boundary before the sentence-final adverbial modifier, a location where a boundary often occurred. While this model made these correct predictions, it made many incorrect predictions. For example, this model predicts that the most likely locations for boundaries in condition (4b) (The professor assigned the chapter on local history to the students yesterday) will be following chapter and students. Contrary to this prediction, people are most likely to place a boundary between the chapter on local history and to the students (as predicted by the recoveryÁplanning proposal). As a second example, the best even-spacing model predicts that the most likely locations for boundaries in condition (4d) (The professor assigned the chapter on local history to the students of social science yesterday) will be following chapter and students (the same predictions as for (4b)). Contrary to this prediction, people are most likely to place a boundary between the chapter on local history and to the students of social science and between the students of social science and yesterday (as predicted by the recoveryÁplanning proposal).
It is worth noting that although the balancing models were not successful in explaining boundary placement in our materials, balancing may still play some role in prosodic segmentation. One possible explanation for the poor performance of balancing models in this data set is that balancing parameters may be different across individuals (e.g., a fast talker may balance with a threshold of four phonological phrases, whereas a slow talker may balance with a threshold of two phonological phrases). If this is the case, then using an ''average'' balancing parameter would not work well in accounting for patterns in boundary placement. This is in contrast to the meaning-based proposal, which uses the syntax/semantics of the utterance to predict boundaries, and which accurately predicts the average probability of producing a prosodic boundary across the different possible locations, as can be seen from Table 2 . Unlike balancing information, meaning-based grouping*derived from the syntax/semantics of the language*is relatively invariant across native speakers of the language. Even so, the best meaning-based proposal only accounted for 22% of the variance in duration cues associated with boundary production. Consequently, there is still a lot of variance left unaccounted for in this model. The remaining unexplained variance is plausibly due to individual differences in participants' boundary production. Future work could investigate whether more variance might be explained by including individual-specific balancing parameters in modelling the data across subjects.
In conclusion, W&G's (2004) meaning-based proposal was shown to account for a substantial amount of variance in boundary productions. The success of the model is plausibly due to meaning-based grouping being relatively invariant across native speakers. In contrast, we have found little support for balancing hypotheses. The failure of these models may be due to the possibility that individuals differ in their balancing parameters, so that average balancing parameters do not improve model performance overall.
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Revised manuscript received July 2010 First published online 20 September 2010 personally/in the sunshine of morning. 26. The committee allocated the money (from Tuesday's auction) to the members (from Costa Rica) yesterday/after numerous hours of discussion. 27. The bride put the favours (of mini bouquets) on the tables (of several guests) happily/before the wedding reception began. 28. The spy told the secrets (of deadly weapons) to the leaders (of foreign nations) quietly/ through a network of operatives. 29. The salesman conveyed his advice (on buying vases) to the clients (from rural Texas) on Friday/after a meeting on Friday. 30. The professor assigned a project (on Asian Studies) to his students (with heavy workloads) yesterday/without regard for other classes. 31. The tycoon lent the limo (with leather seating) to his buddies (from Swarthmore College) often/for several days last month. 32. The referee explained the format (of soccer contests) to the players (from Amherst College) on Friday/before the big tournament began.
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